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WHITEWHITE
SEA SUN ~ CHARDONNAY
Round and creamy with flavors of lemon, cinnamon and oak. Aromas of apple,
pineapple and butterscotch. Bright finish with perfect balance. - California

CANNONBALL ~ SAUVIGNON BLANC
Waves of guava, lime, and tangerine dominate on the nose with back notes of
white peach and apricot.  Vibrant and fresh with bright acidity. - California

DABLON ~ PINOT GRIGIO
Clean and delicate nose, with aromas of acacia flowers and pear. A crisp,
defined fruity style. - Baroda, Michigan

BOLLINI ~ PINOT GRIGIO
Intense varietal aromas with a fragrant bouquet and delicately focused white
fruit flavors. Crisp and clean in the mouth, with superb acid balance. - Italy

ACROBAT ~ CHARDONNAY ~ 12OZ CAN ~ $9.99
Bouquet ranging from peach and key lime, to apricot. Gives way to layers of
nectarine, pineapple, and honeydew on the mid-palate. The finish is fresh,
with lively acidity. - Oregon

SPARKLINGSPARKLING
LVE ~ SPARKLING ROSÉ
Blends notes of citrus and small red fruits, with soft and pleasant bubbles  It’s
well-balanced with hints of red currents and pomelos, and nice acidity on the
finish. - France

DA LUCA PROSECCO ~ 187ML SPLIT ~ $9.99
Clean and crisp with aromas of peach and apricot. Fresh, bright citrus,
balanced with stone fruit sweetness. Lingering on the palate with pineapple
notes and a clean mouthwatering finish. - Italy

REDRED
BOATHOUSE ~ OVERBOARD ~ RED BLEND
Medium-bodied blend of Cabernet Franc, Merlot and Regent with a lovely
blackberry flavor and nice dry lingering finish.  - Leelanau, Michigan

GREYSTONE CELLARS ~ CABERNET SAUVIGNON
Lively blackberry and jam aromas with a lush palate loaded with sweet berry
fruit. Oak highlights the mid-palate, finishes with vanilla and toast. - California

SEAGLASS ~ PINOT NOIR
A palate of cherry and cranberry is balanced by subtle oak. A beautifully
balanced wine with vibrant acidity. - California

$8/Glass - $28/Bottle


